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Google Warns Chrome Users […] Exploited 30 Vulnerabilities-TheUSBPort– 05.01.2022 
Google has warned its 3.2 billion Chrome users to update their browser immediately to fix 30 hacking 
vulnerabilities. While information about the hacker(s) is not known, Google said the latest Chrome version 
101.0.4951.41 also protects third-party browsers such as Windows, Mac, and Linux among others. The US 
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) urged internet browsers to take a cue from 
Google Chrome and update their software too. Browser users are advised to restart their computers after 
installing the necessary updates for them to become activated. 
 
Analyst Note:   
Browser updates are important. They are used to patch security flaws, improve program performance, 
functionality, and fix software bugs for smoother browsing. These updates can also allow users to change 
privacy settings that protect personal identifiable information. It is also important to update, so that         
compromised users do not attack the systems of others (DDoS attacks, phishing campaigns). Users should 
install manual updates for their browsers specifically from the Google Chrome website. 
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Fake Windows 10 Updates Infect You with Magniber Ransomware-BleepingComputer-04.30.2022 
Fake Windows 10 updates are being used to distribute the Magniber ransomware in a massive campaign 
that started earlier this month. BleepingComputer has received a surge of requests for help regarding a 
ransomware infection targeting users worldwide. While it's not 100% clear how the fake Windows 10       
updates are being promoted, the downloads are distributed from fake warez and crack sites. Once installed, 
the ransomware will delete shadow volume copies and then encrypt files. When encrypting files, the         
ransomware will append a random 8-character extension, such as [.]gtearevf. The ransomware also creates 
ransom notes named README.html in each folder that contains instructions on how to access the Magniber 
Tor payment site to pay a ransom. Unfortunately, this campaign primarily targets students and consumers 
rather than enterprise victims, causing the ransom demand to be too expensive for many victims. 
 
Analyst Note:   
Magniber is a ransomware program that infects computers by exploiting vulnerabilities in outdated or 
unpatched software. The malware exploits systems by remote code execution and local privilege escalation 
without authority. Magniber generally deploys itself by posing as an update to a web browser and then 
installs as an extension. The compromised site has an official-looking page that instructs the user to        
complete a manual update. The ransomware uses the [.appx] file extension and contains a valid Windows 
certificate. Once installed, Magniber launches the malware, encrypt files, and opens a ransom note.           
Administrators should install updates directly from Microsoft to help prevent system infiltration.  
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Homeland Security Standing Information Needs (HSEC SINs): HSEC-1.1; HSEC-1.3; HSEC-1.3.2; HSEC-1.5; HSEC-1.5.2. 
LA-SAFE SINs: LA-21010; LA-21030. 

For additional information, please contact LA-SAFE at 1-800-434-8007 or LaFusion.Center@la.gov and reference 22-050027 
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Cyberespionage APT Now Identified as Three Separate Actors-ThreatPost-04.29.2022 
The threat group known as TA410 that wields the sophisticated FlowCloud RAT (remote access trojan) has 
three subgroups operating globally, each with their own toolsets and targets. A threat group responsible for 
sophisticated cyberespionage attacks against U.S. utilities is comprised of three subgroups, all with their 
own toolsets and targets, that have been operating globally since 2018, researchers have found.                
FlowingFrog has its own specific mode of attack and has launched campaigns against specific                        
targets–namely universities, the foreign diplomatic mission of a South Asian country in China and a mining 
company in India, researchers found. LookingFrog typically targets diplomatic missions, charity                   
organizations and entities in government and industrial manufacturing using two main malware families: 
X4 and LookBack. The third, JollyFrog, targets organizations in education, religion, and the military as 
well as those with diplomatic missions, researchers found. 
 
Analyst Note:   
Countries who engage in cyber espionage typically want to remain undetected for long periods of time. In 
this instance, the FlowCloud RAT method allows attackers remote access to begin illicit activity. 
FlowCloud begins its attack by using phishing campaigns with subject lines that look legitimate. Generally, 
the emails contain a Microsoft Word document with malicious macros attached. These malicious macros 
execute files (executables) that extract and install payload file components. Once systems are infected with 
FlowCloud, attackers have control and the ability to access keyboards, files, applications, processes, and 
exfiltration privileges.  Administrators should observe any suspicious activities, monitor logs, and be       
conscious of any unauthorized administrative changes.  
 
 
 
 


